Fall 2018

The RAF—Part II
In the summer Norseman News I discussed how the Royal Air Force was formed 100 years ago
by amalgamating the Army’s Royal Flying Corp with the Naval Fleet Air Arm. In this
continuation article you can see some of the milestones of the RAF in the past 100 years.
With the end of WWI the Air Force faced huge cutbacks. However by the 1920's air-power was found to be a useful tool for
policing Britain's global empire. Aircraft were generally bi-planes made from wood and fabric, but towards the late 1930's with
the rise of the Axis powers (Nazi Germany, Italy and Japan) all metal monoplanes emerged. When Germany invaded Poland in
September 1939, Britain along with Canada declared war. This brought the RAF to its next major testing and growth period.
As the German Blitzkrieg moved through Europe in 1940 the RAF along with allied Air forces tried in vain to slow down this mighty
juggernaut. Fighters provided air cover as the British Army was rescued from the beaches of Dunkirk. The next and possibly the
most well know phase of WWII was the Battle of Britain. During the summer of 1940 the Nazis tried to use air power to prepare
for the invasion of England (operation Sea Lion), initially bombing allied shipping, then the seaports. In August the main emphasis
became the RAF itself, British fighter bases in southern England were subject to sustained attacks. Although the RAF was heavily
outnumbered by the Luftwaffe they were able to meet their attackers and cause significant losses to them. Every day Spitfires and
Hurricanes plowed into massed formations of Heinkel bombers and Messerschmidt 109 fighters. The Germans did not realize how
close they were to putting the RAF fighter force out of action. By September the enemy had switched to bombing civilian targets
such as London itself with devasting effect—although it did give the RAF some respite and time to regroup.
RAF bomber command took the war to the Nazis right from the beginning of hostilities. Losses among these crews were extremely
heavy. It was realized very early on that RAF bombers were too vulnerable in daylight so most of their missions were carried out
under the cover of darkness.
By 1943 Bomber Command was routinely raiding targets deep in Germany in forces of up to 1000, comprising of Stirling, Halifax
and Lancaster bombers the emphasis quickly switched to battlefield targets. The invasion of Europe was imminent, but no one
knew where the invasion would take place, targets all over Europe were to be hit so the enemy would not know where to defend.
Once the invasion was underway supporting the army on the ground became the main focus of the RAF 2nd Tactical Air Force with
their Spitfires and Typhoons went to battle blasting a path ahead for the army.
With allied victory in Europe the next concern became the “Cold War“—would communism dominate the globe? The Valant,
Victor and Vulcan bombers became Britain's deterrence against nuclear attack from Russia. In 1982 Argentina invaded the
Falkland Islands in the far South Atlantic, once again it was the RAF who were called on to support the operation to take back
these desolate islands. Vulcan bombers made the longest raids in history. Known as the “Black Buck” raids the bombers would fly
from the U.K. to the Falklands to bomb the Argentine airfield at Port Stanley. The Cold War lasted until the break-up of the Soviet
Union in 1990. Then in 1990 Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait - once again the RAF was heavily involved in operation Desert Storm
driving the invaders out by March 1992.
Since the end of the Cold War the RAF has been continually involved in fighting wars in the Balkans,
Afghanistan and Iraq. This continued pace of operations has taken it's toll on both their aircraft and
personnel. Now celebrating their 100th anniversary the RAF is enjoying some re-capitalization. The first of
the new F-35B's have been delivered and the remaining Tornadoes have been grouped into 2 squadrons in
preparation for withdrawal in the next year or so. New Atlas A- 400 transports, Voyageur tankers,
Poseidon patrol planes and many more new aircraft are being integrated into the modern RAF.

RAF Typhoon
At the Royal International Air Tattoo this summer the RAF's first MQ-9 Sky-Guardian drone was flown from Grand Forks North
Dakota. This was the first trans Atlantic flight of a medium altitude drone and took 24 hours to complete. This summer there
were many celebrations of the RAF 100th the biggest of which was on July 12th featuring a massive flypast of RAF aircraft old and
new. The center piece was a formation of RAF Typhoons— 22 Typhoons in the shape of 100, a spine tingling sight and sound.
(Submitted by Jack Funk, member BCAM)
"Through Adversity to the Stars" Per Ardua ad Astra
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We have had another busy summer and with the arrival of the FM104 it looks
to be busy for some years to come!
Our Open House in July was again a huge success. This year we had more
involvement by other organizations than ever before, with some very
interesting displays. A highlight was a concert given by the extremely
impressive Naval Reserve Band. Earlier this month we went through a reorganization of aircraft in the hangars. Unfortunately,
this resulted in two of our larger aircraft going outside for the time being. The Board came to this decision with great reluctance.
We are developing a robust plan for the maintenance of these aircraft and hope to bring them back inside the hangars soon.
The Lancaster saga has finally come to a successful conclusion. We signed a contract with the City of Toronto in mid-September
to take ownership of FM104 and it is about to start its journey west by road; by the time you read this, the different components
should be at the museum and we will be starting on the long journey of restoration. We have had a lot of interest from people
wanting to volunteer to work on the restoration, but there is still plenty of opportunity to come out to volunteer. You don’t need
to be a technical airframe expert – there are plenty of jobs that can be done with minimal training.
This is an exciting time for the museum but at the same time there is some apprehension. The restoration of the Lancaster, and
the concomitant need for new hangar space and an upgrade to the museum’s facilities, represents a significant step up for us.
We will all need to show a professional level of commitment over a number of years – but I’m confident that once again we will
rise to the occasion! (John Lewis, President, BCAM Board)
Update: September 29, 2018
Hello everyone:
As many of you know, FM104 has made its way successfully across Canada in a
convoy of five trucks. After a small hiccup regarding space on the SeaSpan barge, the
convoy started unloading at the museum at 9 am on Saturday, September
29th. Most Avro
of theLancaster
smaller parts
are in two 45 foot containers that we have purchased
FM104
and which will be placed outside the north wall of the Henderson hangar. The wings
and the rear fuselage will be inside the Henderson hangar and the wing root section will be in the restoration hangar.
Our intention is to restore the aircraft to flying condition, understanding that this is a multi-year project and one which we may
not finally achieve. However, we start out with that firm goal and so all the restoration work must be carried out to airworthy
standards. This requires a degree of structure, discipline and focus that is higher than we have needed to have in the past; in
particular, every part that is to be worked on has to be reviewed and inventoried, a plan put in place for the work required and
signed off by a VAM representative, specific volunteers with the required skill set assigned to do the work, and the completed
work signed off by a qualified person. We also need to control access to the aircraft.
So, what does this mean in practice?

•

Many of you have expressed an interest in working on this project. In order for us to assign work appropriately, if you would
like to work on the project, please email me with a brief summary of your existing qualifications and/or skill sets, what skills that
you don't currently have that you would like to learn under supervision, and the times of the week that you would be available.
We must control access to the aircraft. The section of the Henderson hangar that contains the wings and rear fuselage is marked
off by chains and there are NO ENTRY notices; however, anyone who is determined to approach the aircraft will be able to do
so. The guides, and any other volunteers on site, must reinforce this control and absolutely refuse to allow members of the
public (and anyone else not involved with the project) to cross the barrier. The containers will be locked most of the time, but
please resist the temptation to go into them if they are unlocked. They are full of parts, all
of which are irreplaceable artefacts.
I don't like to sound so controlling, but if we are to succeed in this stretch project, we have
to start as we mean to continue. Once FM104 arrives, things become less urgent and we
can all relax, take a few deep breaths, and spend some time setting up the processes that
will allow this restoration to be successful. We don't need to rush into this; we can take our
time to make sure we do this properly.
Regards, John
johnjarvislewis@gmail.com
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IMPORTANT!

September—December

Dates For Those Diaries:

October 1

Museum moves to Winter Hours (11 a.m.—3 p.m.)

November 11

Remembrance Day/Food Bank Day

Board Meetings:

December 15

Christmas Dinner

December 25

Christmas Day—Museum Closed

September 13; October 11;
November 15; December 6

December 28/29

Kids Fest

January 1 2019

New Years Day—Museum Closed

Volunteer Lunch Meetings:
September 20; October 18;
November 22; December 13

Speaker Nights: September 19; October 17; November 21
Smile!
Pilot: Good morning, Frankfurt ground, KLM 242 request start up and push back,
please.
Tower: KLM 242 expect start up in two hours.
Pilot: Please confirm: two hours delay?
Tower: Affirmative.
Pilot: In that case, cancel the good morning!

Ground Control: "123DG, bear to the left, disabled
aircraft on the right."
Pilot: "123DG, Roger, I have the disabled aircraft in
sight, but I don't see the bear yet."

Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members!
A big welcome to all our new members who have joined the BCAM over the last quarter!
We hope you will be active members and help promote our wonderful museum to
friends and family!
As new members I would be very interested in hearing your story of what
brought you to join the BCAM!
You all have a story to tell—and I am always looking for new writers! Also as
new members—hopefully you have been considering some volunteering within
the museum? What? No?! Even a couple of hours a week—(or month) would
be gratefully accepted! The BCAM runs on volunteers alone and we always
need volunteers for all aspects of the smooth running of the museum!
So, once again Welcome! Enjoy the BCAM and don’t forget to bring along your
friends to show it off! We have a hidden gem here—don’t be afraid to share it!
(Virginia Browne, norsemannews@bcam.net)
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Museum News…..

Projects, News and More!

Exciting Education Programme to Launch at BCAM
Volunteer help required for the implementation of an Educational Programme at BCAM.
It is hoped that we can re-introduce an educational programme for Schools at the Museum. Initially it is intended that this
would take the form of “One-off” School Field trips. The students involved would be aged from 10 to 18, and normally all of similar age for a given visit. However, this programme is also aimed at enhancing our programme for Guides, Cadets, etc., where
the age group will be varied.
The aim of each visit will be to have both instructional/hands-on components coupled with an elucidation using appropriate
displays in the museum. Approximately 2/3rds of the time period of each visit will be instructional/hands-on, and the remainder will be guided tours illustrating the concepts covered in the instructional part.
Broadly speaking there will be three types of tour. Each type being dependent on the age of the visiting group.
1.

(10 -14 year-olds): 2 hours

2.

(14 -16 year-olds): 3 hours

3.

(16-18 year-olds): 3 hours or more
Initially I would foresee, at most, an average of one organized group visit per month.
To make this programme work we will need Volunteer involvement in putting this together. This can
take the form of direct involvement, which could range from being a tour guide/supervisor to giving a
talk of 20 – 50 minutes on a subject loosely connected with the museum exhibits, etc. We also need
indirect help, such as producing Power Point presentations from archival photos, or making small lesson aids in the workshop that other people can use for their “talk”.
A questionnaire, including more detailed information, concerning this programme will be emailed to all
volunteers in the near future.

If you have any immediate questions or suggestions, contact David Fisher david45669@shaw.ca

Lancaster's…..
Ed Kucey at Camp Borden,
Ontario, the start of his
26 1/2 year career with the
RCAF.

Ed Kucey 1954
Camp Borden

Here Ed is pictured in 1954
as a young boy of 17 in front
of the Lancaster's at Camp
Borden. Ed was taking a
course on the Lancaster
engines. (submitted by Ed
Kucey, Director, BCAM)
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Membership 2019
Why not renew your membership
early for 2019? The new prices are:
Single Membership:

$35

Family Membership:

$50

Single Life Membership: $350
Family Life Membership: $550
Please support your museum by
joining today!

The Caterpillar Club
As a rookie Tour Guide, it fascinates me to think of all I have learned over the last year, mostly
from seasoned tour guides and other volunteers at BCAM, but also from some of our visitors.
Recently I was introduced to the “Caterpillar Club” by a visitor who asked me if we have any
information on the CC. I responded by saying I had never heard of this organization, while at
that moment her husband shouted out “here is a membership card” in one of our Memorial
Room display cases. Her story follows.
Her father was a pilot in WWII, probably with the RAF as she had a strong English accent. He
was shot down and bailed out, to be saved by his parachute. Thus, his induction into the Caterpillar Club. Some years later as a veteran, he
was on parade in Britain which included an inspection by Queen Elizabeth. As the Queen approached him, she noticed an unusual caterpillar
shaped pin attached to his dress jacket. The Queen proceeded to ask him what this was and what it was for. He explained the history of his
“adventure” and subsequent admission into the CC. Also, he explained the source of the caterpillar connection. The CC was named from the
connection to silk, as the original parachutes were made of silk. The silk worm (caterpillar) spins its own cocoon of silk threads, which are
harvested and processed into usable silk thread then cloth. Our visitor mentioned that the Queen was fascinated, and they conversed for some
time on the subject. Our visitor concluded that her late father never tired of telling his story with the Queen, I’m sure one of the highlights of
his life!
The CC is an informal association of persons who have successfully exited an aircraft in mortal distress wearing a parachute and lived. The
requirements for membership are very rigid and one must prove they had their life saved using a parachute. The CC was founded in 1922 by
Leslie Irvin who worked for the Irvin Airchute Company of Canada. (submitted by Bruce Ingimundson, Tour Guide)
“The club was founded by Leslie Irvin of the Irvin Airchute Company of Canada in 1922. (Though Leslie Irvin is credited with inventing the first
free-fall parachute in 1919, parachutes stored in canisters had saved the lives of observers in balloons and several German and AustroHungarian pilots of disabled military aircraft in the First World War.) The name "Caterpillar Club" simply makes reference to the silk threads that
made the original parachutes thus recognising the debt owed to the silk worm. Other people have taken the metaphor further by comparing the
act of bailing out with that of the caterpillar letting itself down to earth by a silken thread. Another metaphor is that caterpillars have to climb
out of their cocoons to escape. "Life depends on a silken thread" is the club’s motto.
An early brochure of the Irvin Parachute Company credits William O'Connor 24 August 1920 at McCook Field near Dayton, Ohio as the first
person to be saved by an Irvin parachute, but this feat was unrecognised. On 20 October 1922, Lieutenant Harold R. Harris, chief of
the McCook Field Flying Station, jumped from a disabled Loening W-2A monoplane fighter. Shortly after, two reporters from the Dayton
Herald, realising that there would be more jumps in future, suggested that a club should be formed. Harris became the first member and from
that time forward any person who jumped from a disabled aircraft with a parachute became a member of the Caterpillar Club. Other famous
members include General James Doolittle, Charles Lindbergh, Larry "Scrappy" Blumer and (retired) astronaut John Glenn.
In 1922 Leslie Irvin agreed to give a gold pin to every person whose life was saved by one of his parachutes. At the end of World War II the
number of members with the Irvin pins had grown to over 34,000 though the total of people saved by Irvin parachutes is estimated to be
100,000.
The successor to the original Irvin company still provides pins to people who have made a jump. In addition to the
Irvin Air Chute Company, other parachute manufacturers have also issued caterpillar pins for successful jumps.
GC Parachutes formed their Gold Club in 1940. The Switlik Parachute Company of Trenton, New Jersey issued both
gold and silver caterpillar pins. The Pioneer Parachute Co. in Skokie, Illinois, also presented plaques to people who
packed the parachutes that saved lives. There are no annual fees, though the Switlik club charges a nominal
enrollment fee. Both the Irvin and Switlik clubs issue gold and silver pins depicting caterpillars. The Irvin Golden Caterpillar has amethyst eyes.
Prospective members must send documentation of the incident to the manufacturer, which then conducts its own research.
The requirements for membership are rigid – members must have saved their lives by jumping with a parachute. Consequently, RAF
Sgt. Nicholas Alkemade, who during World War II bailed out of a RAF Avro Lancaster without a parachute and landed uninjured in a snow-drift,
was refused membership because a parachute had not been used. More recently, a group of twelve skydivers were denied membership when
one of them fouled the plane's tail and caused it to fall from the sky. He died in the crash but the other eleven parachuted to safety. They did
not qualify because it had been their original intention to jump from the plane. The pilot, however, was admitted to the club.” (further
information supplied by Wikipedia)
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Summer Memories…...

As a young man I never ventured more than 20 miles in any direction from my home town of Middlesbrough, not that
I was disinterested in the world in general but everything I wanted was already there, until the flying bug bit me, then
I eagerly looked forward to weekends and flying from the surrounding RAF airfields, of which, in those days there
were plenty.
The highlight of every year was the compulsory two weeks annual camp which was always to a station well away
from ones home town and the sobering influence of ones family (here read "mother"!). I like the rest of the callow,
brash youths of my squadron counted the days until the Summer, each night eagerly scanning the notice board to see
were we were being sent.......and then the magical moment when the duty admin. officer
pinned it up, always a little inward cheer, never a groan...bliss...a whole fortnight of fun.....
Of course we had to conform to military discipline while there, no loutish behaviour was
tolerated, it meant marching "en masse" to the mess hall, lights out at 22:00—well the
lights may have gone out but torches meant that high jinks were still the order of the day!
One fellow trainee, whose name I still recall, was a certain Peter Wall, affectionately
dubbed "Max" (yes, you will have to either Google it or ask another English "Silver Fox"
like me to determine the significance of the sobriquet!), his party piece was to return
from the pub somewhat worse for wear every night and then proceed to get to his bunk at the far end of the block by
trampolining from one slumbering recumbents bunk to another until he arrived at his! We settled his hash one night
by carefully dismantling the springs from the wire support and the bunk and replacing them with cotton, no more
nocturnal gymnastics from then on!
Perhaps one of the most abiding memories of those camps were the SLJO’s, the Liaison Officers, who for whatever
misdemeanor in a past life were given to us to help settle in, find our way around, and generally nursemaid the 15 or
so boisterous young men who had disturbed the peace of the station. I never did work out what SLJO stood for, nor
did anyone else, and so, with the irreverence of youth we Christened these poor devils Silly Little Jobs Officers!
Two still stand out in my memory, now even more than 50 years have passed, the first was a Navigator, "Biddy"
Hopper, (never got his Christian name) who held us completely awe struck one evening when he related the story to
us of having to eject from a stricken Gloster Javelin plummeting earthwards, as he put it "with fear shaking hands I
searched for the black and yellow ejector handle above my head, pulled it, closed my eyes
and prayed" - WOW!
The other SLJO was quite a different kettle of fish......Flight Sergeant Hyde was a fiery Scot
who didn't tolerate fools at all, let alone gladly. Upon falling out of the train at Elgin we
were met by this "Ambassador" of Kinloss with "You lot can stop #@!!* messing aboot for a
Gloster Javelin
start". This was closely followed by a non stop speech of "don'ts" (no do's notice) of what to
expect in the next two weeks. In my innocence I must have looked dumbstruck by this verbal
onslaught because upon
finishing he looked me straight in the eye and said, "What's the matter laddie? Have ye
never heard swear words before?", in reply I answered, "Yes, Flight, all of them, but never all in one sentence!"
Our estimation of him, however, was very high, because there, above the left pocket of his BD jacket was the Air
Gunners brevet, and below it the much coveted and hard won, Air Crew of Europe Star........yes, FS Hyde was a man
who commanded respect merely by being in the room. In fact he turned out to be a really great bloke, we all were
sorry to wave him off at Elgin station when it was time to go home, and his parting comment to me ? "Well laddie
have ye learnt any new swear words from me since ye've been here?" In all honesty I answered "Yes Flight! Just a
few!" and with huge grins all round it was time to go.
And so that's how memories are made I guess, I never regretted any of the time I spent away from home, never got
homesick once, and I had the pleasure of meeting some real characters! (Paul Taylor, Ramsgate, Kent U.K.)
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The Last Canadian DFC
The advance of technology created new modes of warfare and correspondingly, new military awards for
bravery. A prime example of this was the June 3, 1918 creation of the Distinguished Flying Cross to be awarded
to Royal Air Force commissioned and warrant officers. This was shortly after the creation of the RAF; prior to
this, aviators had to make do with awards created for the army. In typically quaint British Style, the award was
to be made for "an act or acts of valour, courage or devotion to duty whilst flying in active operations against
the enemy" and could be given to any citizen in the British Empire. During World War I about 1,100 such DFCs were awarded,
(193 to Canadians) along with 70 bars, (9 to Canadians) and 3 second-bars.
World War II saw an expansion of the eligibility criteria; now the award was known as the Commonwealth DFC and could also be
made to Royal Artillery officers on loan to the RAF; mainly serving as flying artillery spotters. The Second
World War witnessed a greatly expanded role for Air Forces and this resulted in the awarding of 20,354
DFCs, with 1,550 bars, and 45 second-bars. Of these, 4,018 were awarded to Canadians in the RCAF, plus
213 bars and six second bars. Furthermore, 247 Canadians serving in the RAF received the DFC, plus 3
bars.
After World War II, with a stiff upper lip the British once again enlarged (some said lowered) eligibility for
the Distinguished Flying Cross to also include (horrors) army and naval officers, and in 1993 the jig was
up; the award was opened to all ranks.
In the subsequent Korean War Police Action from 1950 - 1953, just two DFC awards were made to Canadians; only one of whom
was in the RCAF. Ironically, last Canadian DFC awarded to a serving member of the Canadian Military was not in any Air Force,
and would be the last such DFC awarded to a Canadian for the next 55 years. He did not fly a front-line fighter or bomber, or a
helicopter, nor even a transport aircraft; his mount was more akin to a light sport plane like the Piper Cub. He was from
Vancouver, British Columbia, but he is known to only a very small group of relatives, military personnel and historians.
His name is Peter Tees, and his father, Percy Curran Tees, was also from Vancouver, BC. Percy served as a Corporal in the
Artillery Corps of the Canadian Expeditionary Force in World I and rose to the rank of Major, winning the Military Medal in 1918.
Remaining in the military after the war, by 1942 Percy was a Brigadier-General and Commander of the 2 nd Division of the Royal
Canadian Artillery. So it was only natural that his son, Peter Tees, would follow in his father’s
footsteps and, after the war, also joined the Royal Canadian Artillery.
The thing was, Peter became a pilot flying small aircraft to direct artillery fire. In 1952 he was
assigned to Korea for a one-year tour of duty flying an Auster VI. There he supported Canadian
artillery units that in turn supported infantry units in the Commonwealth Division. This involved
flying in mountainous terrain in all kinds of weather, enduring blazing heat and numbing cold while ‘stooging’ over enemy forces
in order to range artillery shell-fall. As such, Tees completed 211 hazardous missions, and also endured enemy anti-aircraft and
small-arms fire in a light, single engine, fabric-covered sport plane. He suffered three total engine failures, (one that completely
destroyed the aircraft), numerous small-arm hits, and at one point an artillery shell, (not yet armed), passed completely through
his port wing. Yet he survived it all, and was awarded the DFC as a result. The BC Aviation Museum displays an Auster AOP in
military camouflage, and you have to inspect it to realize just how small and fragile the little aircraft is.
More than 65 years later, Peter Tess still holds the distinction of being the last Canadian in the Canadian Military to be awarded
the DFC. However, in May, 2007 a Distinguished Flying Cross was awarded to Flight-Lieutenant Chris
Hasler, a Canadian helicopter pilot in the RAF. Hasler was born in Alberta but raised in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. While under enemy fire on duty in Afghanistan he expertly landed his Chinook helicopter in an
extremely tight urban lot to evacuate a badly wounded soldier. This stands as the last Commonwealth
DFC awarded to a Canadian. Ironically, that same conflict saw the awarding of a DFC to the only woman recipient; the ironically-named Michelle Goodman. She was also a helicopter pilot in the RAF and
completed three combat tours in the Afghan War. In 2008 she successfully made an equally hazardous medivac flight and
received the only DFC awarded to a woman. (submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian BCAM)
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Name That Cockpit…..

And The Aircraft Is…...!

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that cockpit!
First one with the right answer has got those all important
bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!

Avro 529 Long Range Heavy Bomber
The Gold Medal goes to: Mike Valenti (who guessed first) &
Allan Botting (who pointed out the error of my ways!!)
(So I thought I was being so clever and innovative, however
the computer caught me out! Apparently, if you clicked on
the photo of the Avro 529, it actually told you what the plane
was!.....Where is the sport in that?!! I’m still laughing!)

The British Columbia Aviation Museum
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Ph. (250) 655 3300
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